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ABSTRACT
State governments have played a major role in the regulation of solar energy. Respond¬
ing to the energy “crisis” of the 1970s, they initiated energy programs which have since
sought to increase solar usage. Many of these programmatic responses have addressed
the barriers to solar energy use prevalent in a society with institutional commitments to
fossil fuels.
Solar system installation is capital intensive but it decreases considerably the fuel
costs required to heat or cool a home. The high initial costs of solar usage appear more pro¬
nounced when compared to the deceptively low price of conventional fuels. States have
tried to compensate for and to minimize this initial cost barrier by means of financial
incentive programs. There are also land-use barriers which proscribe the installation of a
solar unit or which preclude access to the insolation necessary to “run” the system. Stat¬
utes have been enacted at the state level to mitigate these land-use barriers to solar usage.
Private utilities have been slow to respond to the solar challenge. Because they control
consumer energy use to such a great extent, it is imperative that utilities join the solar band¬
wagon. A number of states are using various regulatory and stimulative mechanisms to cir¬
cumscribe and direct the utility involvement.
In the process of overcoming the perceived barriers, states created a bureaucratic
answer to a policy question. The success of a solar program has come to depend in an
important way on the implementation process within the acting bureau. By means of
a literature search, the author has analyzed the state response and relevant barriers to solar
energy use. These barriers, although widespread and adhesive, are surmountable and the
state effort to promote solar energy commands attention and due respect.

Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Life in the United States today is dependent on an extraordinary consumption of
energy. The fossil fuel supply disorders of the 1970s convinced many in this country that a
way of life so dependent on energy was precarious at best. Even if one sees political
finagling at the root of the energy supply “crisis” of the early seventies, it has since be¬
come impossible to retain an innocence of energy supply problems. The ephemeral crisis
left its mark: the spectre of ultimate resource scarcity and attendant instability. “Even
based on moderately optimistic predictions about the development of new technologies for
the recovery of fossil fuels, and the ability of American energy consumers to conserve, this
nation will not be able to meet its future energy needs without relying to a considerably
greater extent on [alternative] sources of energy” [ 1 ].
Panaceas for the energy supply predicament abound in the literature. They range
from a “back to nature” emphasis which abjures energy use at all to feats in fusion tech¬
nology which assure humankind an infinite supply of energy. This paper assumes that an
increased dependence on solar and other renewable energy sources is preferable to other
contemporaneous options. For the minimization of environmental degradation and a
lessened dependence on unpredictable foreign energy supplies is implicit in the use of
renewable energy. Furthermore, renewable energy flowing from decentralized sources
would attenuate the power of the corporate energy networks and curtail their dominant
influence on issues of public policy at all government levels. A reliance on the diversified
nature of renewable energy would prove in the long run to be the most prudent strategy
for, just as in nature, diversification implies stability [21. The complacent notion that
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rewewable technologies will come on line deus ex machina is neither responsible nor
realistic, however: “it is unlikely that the delicate mixture of energy ingredients required
to sustain our way of life will emerge spontaneously from the existing energy management
morass” [3].
Conventional fuel generation and distribution practices have traditionally emphasized
supply stocks and energy-as-commodities. Renewable energy applications, in contrast,
are geared in theory and practice toward end-use matching where concerns regarding
demand and need are primary at the outset. A vicinal locus of government support and
policy-making is critical to such end-use application analyses. Daneke reminds us that fed¬
eral institutions are “primarily designed to deal with producers of energy and ... are,
therefore, ill-equipped to tap the resources of this emerging end-use revolution” [4]. It
stands to reason that innovative approaches to the promotion of such decentralized energy
technologies would emerge at the grass roots, i.e., within the framework of state and local
government [5].
State policy-making potential is characterized by some as one of “mild innovation
and legitimacy” [6]. The states have been relegated to a subsidiary role and are still con¬
sidered a “backward unit with nearly complete dependence on federal guidance” [7].
They cannot effectively respond to serious problems requiring immediate action because
they are incapable of “instituting major changes in the required short period of time” [8].
It is arguable, however, that “at least in the field of energy, [states] have fulfilled their
function as ‘laboratories of democracy’ ” [9]. Not only have states initiated action in the
area of renewable energy programming but the federal government has emulated them in
developing its directives [ 10].
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The literature often considers solar and renewable energy to be synonymous. This
paper adopts the narrow definition or strict sense of the word solar. State solar program¬
ming will refer only to initiatives promoting systems which collect solar rays for purposes
of space or water heating. Many states have developed programs to promote renewables
such as wind [11], biofuels [ 12], or geothermal energy [ 13], but solar technologies have
received the most attention nationwide and become, in the process of recognition, the
most bureaucratized at the state level to date.
Any attempt to create a firm reliance on renewable energy sources is likely to en¬
counter numerous stumbling blocks. Many of these barriers to the extensive use of renewa¬
bles already clutter the pathway. They exist mainly in the form of “prior institutional
committments” [14], characterized by the long-time investment in multi-state bulk
generation and transmission networks. Unforeseen pitfalls will undoubtedly appear as trail
is broken to a consistent application of renewable energy. Both sets of barriers-anticipated and unforeseen ones-will require the due attention of Americans. This paper pre¬
scribes extensive public support for renewable energy in order to eliminate these barriers.
Promotive and protective government programs at all levels of this federalist nation will be
necessary to further the solar goal. State solar programs have been instigated to this end.
Because the remoteness of solar energy is a function of institutional arrangements rather
than the state of the technology [15], the barriers states have had to contend with are
institutional in cast, implying their derivative relationship to prior social or corporate
directives. They can be classified as: economic barriers, land-use legislation, and utility
resistance. Administrative or organizational obstacles in the implementing agency itself
often hinder the progress of such state programs. Subsequent chapters will examine the
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three generic barriers to solar energy development as well as the administrative/program¬
matic barriers.
State involvement in solar energy policy-making has spurred the development of an
extensive, albeit random, body of literature. These writings can serve an important experi¬
ential function. I have drawn from the literature related ideas and instances to recapitulate
and consequently analyze the condition of state solar programming.
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Chapter 2
HISTORIC PERSPECTIVE
Government activity in the area of energy policy-making was diffused and limited at
all levels prior to the 1973 Arab Oil Embargo. The federal government regulated the distri¬
bution and sometimes the production of energy when interstate or national commerce was
at issue or in the case of wartime or emergency conditions. Energy production on federal
lands, subsurface mining rights and energy company taxation were also concerns of federal
policy makers. Individual states, on the other hand, were left to negotiate most of the
issues of energy production with private corporations. They were the principal leviers of
taxes on energy production [ 1 ], and were responsible for utility regulation and the siting
of new energy generating facilities [2].
As part of the New Deal, Congress began to employ state governments as implement¬
ing bodies for nationally mandated policies. This practice was expanded greatly in the
1960s with the advent of increased social programming. The transfer of huge sums of fed¬
eral funds to state treasuries in the form of grants-in-aid, revenue sharing and block grants
accompanied the expansion of the state role as implementor of nationally mandated poli¬
cies [3].
The transformation in state/federal relations did not affect the division of authority
and limited federal involvement in the energy arena until the 1970s. The Arab Oil Embargo
clearly revealed the inadequacy of traditional mechanisms for energy policy-making which
had been founded under conditions of increasingly cheap and apparently abundant energy.
The prior arrangement proved to be incapable of addressing the problems associated with
supply uncertainty and a precipitous increase in the price of imported oil [4]. With the
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embargo-related fuel supply disorders it became necessary to allocate the scarce petroleum
products critical to the U.S. economy and lifestyle.
State governments were forced by default to play a major role in the fuel allocation
process when the flaws in the federal government’s tardy, complex and unwieldy allo¬
cation system came to light. State governments, by reason of their proximity to users,
were more effective and equitable appropriators of the disrupted petroleum supplies [5].
The states* legal responsibility during this time of crisis was the allocation of merely a small
amount (around 3%) of the available petroleum supply. They played a far more critical
de facto role through direct intervention with the ‘“inexperienced federal allocation offi¬
cials of the regional and national Federal Energy Office”’ [61.
Most states developed an energy bureau, energy planning group or department of
energy partly to better effect their allocative responsibilities and partly to deal with the
economic dislocation caused by the sudden escalation in fossil fuel prices [7]. By late
1974, 41 of 49 state territories responding to a National Governors Conference Poll
acknowledged having a comprehensive state energy office [8].
A survey of the state legislatures responsible for establishing these energy offices
discloses five general normative areas of agency responsibility: “1. the administration of
the state role in the national mandatory allocations program, and, more generally, 2.
emergency fuel allocation during periods of crisis, 3. the responsibility for energy conser¬
vation, research and development, 4. data collection and 5. economic analysis’” [9].The
responsibility of the state as agent in the promotion of energy conservation, research and
development activities is explicit in this description. Initially these agencies emphasized
fuel allocation but their responsibilities soon came to include regulatory measures intended
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to curb consumption [10] and strategies for the promotion and development of alternative
sources of energy, which would reduce dependence on fossil fuels [11].
States led the federal government in recognizing the “interlocked problems of energy
supply ... environmental degradation from energy production and [the] potential tran¬
sition from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources” [12]. Lack of federal leadership in
the energy policy arena gave states the opportunity to choose rather than merely comply
with energy policy options [13]. Some states responded to the occasion for policy formation by developing promotional strategies for alternative energy sources such as solar.
By late 1973, 37 states had enacted over 135 statutes which dealt with solar issues [14].
Federal policy mandates arguably were necessary to and, certainly, highly effective
in the promotion of energy conservation. The federal government assigned major imple¬
mentation responsibilities to the states in the area of energy conservation with the passage
of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 [15] and the Energy Conservation
and Production Act of 1976 [16]. These acts provided a quantum leap in the level of
funding available to the states [17]. As late as 1979, many state energy agencies were
still operating on 100 percent federal funding, while others relied on various federal
sources for as much as 80 percent of revenue [18]. An Advisory Commission on Inter¬
governmental Relations report found the procurement of federal funds central to both
the existence and expansion of many state energy agencies [ 19].
The application of solar technologies as a public policy goal began with the states.
Except for federal efforts in solar research, demonstration and standardization virtually
all pre-1979 incentives urging the utilization and commercialization of solar energy origi¬
nated with either state or local government [20]. This division of tasks is not surprising
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but ii^s^ead appropriate. According to Roessner, national problems such as the energy crisis
“need not require national solutions ... and the natural decentralization of solar technol¬
ogies suggests] the need for effective, well-defined state programs tailored to local con¬
ditions” [21]. The distinctly decentralized nature and impact of most solar technologies
coincident with obvious local variations in climate, make state government the ideal level
for solar energy policy formation. As testimony before the Subcommittee on Energy
Development and Application, a California Energy Commissioner attributed the success of
state solar planning to this decentralized emphasis. The commissioner, in his analysis,
relegated the federal government to “the support role” [22].
Until the federal income tax credit of 1978 there was a dearth of federal solar pro¬
motion programs. A 1979 study analyzed state solar legislation promulgated in this federal
policy vacuum. More than half the fifty states by that time had adopted measures for the
funding of research, development and demonstration projects, and tax incentives for
individual users [23]. Regens considers population size, relative energy self-sufficiency and
energy consumption rate to be the most discriminating predictors of state-level innovation.
He found such other variables as climate, level of industrialization, general affluence and
public opinion to be less significant in shaping energy innovativeness [24].
State initiative has played the lead part in promoting solar energy. A complex and
extensive body of state solar law has emerged since 1973 when no state had enacted
significant legislation. State solar statutes can be categorized as financial provisions,
land-use planning mandates, or forms of utility regulation. Legislation in each of these
areas was initially wrought in response to state recognition of a barrier which precluded the
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effective growth of the solar industry. An analysis of these perceived barriers and some of
the state legislation they elicited comprise the body of this paper.
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Chapter 3
ECONOMIC BARRIERS AND STATE FINANCIAL INCENTIVES
The high initial cost of a solar system compared to a conventional unit, is a crucial
barrier to widespread use of solar energy. “For most people, the decision of whether or
not to employ ... [a] solar energy system will be made purely from economic consider¬
ations” [1]. Indeed, 60 percent of the respondents to a 1977 survey listed initial cost of
a system as the first or second most important factor in a purchase decision [2]. Associ¬
ated with the problem of high initial costs is the need for lending institutions to establish
supportive financing policies. Financing is historically regarded as one of the most decisive
variables in the marketing of technological improvements. ‘‘Lending institutions have in
the past favored ... those organizations ... [with! experience in the field. Since solar
technology is [relatively] new, it will have to show that it can compete realistically with
other energy sources” [3].
Solar and conventional systems differ in the kinds of expenditures they entail. When
comparing such investments, one should consider all cash flows over the lifetime of the
two systems. A comparison based on the present value conversion of lifetime costs is called
“life-cycle costing” [4]. Total expenses comprise not only initial costs but also those for
annual operating and maintenance purposes, fuel costs and any insurance, tax or interest
expenditures involved [5]. Conventional systems rely on fuels which undergo yearly price
increases. Hence life-cycle analyses should show solar systems to be cost-effective and com¬
petitive because they in fact elicit yearly fuel savings.
The use of life-cycle costing does not ensure a fair comparative analysis. Conventional
fuel pricing systems are distorted by government subsidies and price regulations, which
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artificially lower their apparent costs [6]. In addition, the prices of these fuels are not
fairly valued as they ignore costs traditionally externalized, i.e., those from social and
environmental impacts [7].
The price distortions are further compounded by imperfect investor knowledge.
Investments in conventional fuels will seem more attractive in the short run. With thenimperfect knowledge regarding solar system cost-effectiveness, producers will add a risk
premium to its actual costs by not investing in the technology [8]. Consumers are not
likely to use life-cycle costing anyway. Discounting the future highly consumers rarely
evaluate a purchase as an investment. They appear moreover to have a strong preference
for lower initial costs over future savings [9].
The economic soundness of solar energy would have remained hidden from con¬
sumers beneath layers of cumbersome life-cycle costing and unfairly priced competitors,
had state government policies not intervened. The rationale for government financial
incentives in support of solar energy is a synthesis of reasons for: (1) government pro¬
motion of solar energy per se and, (2) the market imperfections alluded to above. “Govern¬
ment... intervene [s] in the private market with incentive mechanisms to overcome
pricing imperfections and ... to alter market forces in favor of certain [preferable] com¬
modities” [10]. Public officials wishing simultaneously to decrease their region’s depen¬
dence on the increasingly scarce and expensive conventional fuel sources, yet sustain
established levels of economic growth and standards of living, are highly interested in
extending solar energy utilization.
Since market distortions make solar units seem more expensive than they need be,
government could pursue one of two policy routes to further the solar cause: cease govern-
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ment subsidization of conventional fuels and promote marginal price scheduling, or
employ tax and other financial incentives to reduce the cost of solar equipment to con¬
sumers. Marginal costing and attendent price increases would place an unequally heavy
burden on low-income persons. Such pricing schedules, moreover, do not necessarily
remove the perceived barrier to solar investments caused by high initial costs. Solar
financial incentives lower the initial cost to customers and thus overcome this perceived
barrier. Financial incentives implemented by government agencies may also have a psycho¬
logical impact on potential consumers, investors and producers alike, to the extent that
a demonstrated public commitment may reduce the perceived risk and uncertainty
involved in solar investments [11].
Regional and local variations in climate and the price of conventional energy supplies
render general recommendations difficult on the type of incentive to be employed. These
differences virtually preclude federal standards and necessitate state level policy making
to determine the appropriate financial incentive. There are numerous options open to a
state wishing to promote solar energy through financial means. These include manifold
tax code alterations and direct expenditure, grant or loan programs.
Property Tax Incentives
Altering the tax code is a popular method for expediting a financial incentive. Tax
breaks for those consumers willing to invest in solar technologies have obvious wide appeal
for constituents and state officials alike. State policy-makers have merely to readjust tax
regulations and reestimate anticipated revenues. There is no need to create a new agency
and competition for scarce resources is less apparent than with direct expenditure pro-
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grams [ 12]. Financial incentives of this nature are also likely to please consumers because
they reduce the high up-front costs of the systems.
The most popular state financial incentive enacted is property tax exemption for solar
units. Since 1974, when Arizona and Indiana passed their respective versions, 34 states
have enacted some form of property tax exemption [ 13].
The addition of a solar system increases the taxable value of property. Normal prop¬
erty tax law is a disincentive for solar system usage and sympathetic policy-makers have
passed property tax exemption legislation. Exemptions fall in three categories [17]:
1. total exemption of the solar system from property taxes (Florida, Illinois and New
Jersey have employed this approach [ 14]);
2. assessment of the system’s value as if it were a less expensive conventional system
(examples are provided by Rhode Island, Washington and North Carolina [15]);
3. an exemption equal in value to that assessed for the system (Arizona, Indiana and
California have provisions for 100 percent tax free status for solar systems [16].
Property tax exemption is attractive to state legislatures because of its limited impact
on state treasuries. Local coffers lose revenue and local property tax assessors are the ones
responsible for administration [18]. The broad enabling legislation requires local interpre¬
tation. Appraisers and assessors at this level are often reluctant, however, to decide on such
matters because of a perceived lack of information [19]. Experience dictates that local
enforcement of a state mandate ensures a lack of uniformity and a high degree of inequal¬
ity. Property tax exemptions may therefore fail to expedite expanded solar energy use.
Because of problems of inefficiency, Montana replaced its property tax exemption with an
alternative income tax incentive mechanism in 1977 [20].
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Income Tax Incentives
Whereas property tax incentives merely remove potential cost barriers, income tax
measures are positive inducements to employ solar technologies. Such incentives can take
the form of either credits or deductions. Income tax deductions affect the taxpayer’s
liability only indirectly because the system’s cost is applied against the gross taxable
income. Tax deductions vary progressively with increases in tax bracket or rate. One more
needful of the incentive will therefore benefit less with the deduction option than would a
high-income claimant.
Tax credits, on the other hand, are applied against the net tax bill and therefore affect
tax liability directly [21]. The credit is offered generally as a percentage of the consumer
expenditure and is subject to a dollar ceiling. Depending on the state, percentages range
from 5 to 55 percent with dollar limits of from $1000 to $3000 [22]. Credits are not only
more efficacious and popular than deductions under any form of taxation, they are more
equitable and egalitarian in their impact. Unlike deductions, tax credits do not require
itemization and can be carried over to the next year if they exceed the applicant’s tax
liability—a real possibility for low-income taxpayers. Offering the consumer a rebate is an
alternative to carrying over the excess liability. This approach is an immediate reinforce¬
ment for solar consumption because front-end costs are greatly reduced [23]. New Mexico
and Wisconsin currently offer refunds when the tax credit exceeds the tax liability [24].
Tax credits also provide the largest tax savings and do so closer to the time of purchase.
There are three disadvantages to tax credits. First, the incentive is not available im¬
mediately upon purchase. Actual up-front costs are not reduced unless-as in New Mexico—
a rebate is offered upon filing [25]. Second, low-income families will be discriminated
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against by this incentive measure if they are unable to come up with either the system’s
initial price or a credit rating suitable for financing purposes [26]. Third, most states limit
their income tax incentives to individual homeowners or occupants of residential struc¬
tures. This action does not support the conclusion found in the literature which stresses
that successful innovations in design have traditionally found their way to the mass resi¬
dential market by way of public and commercial markets [27].
Most income tax incentives are geared toward systems for the solar heating and cool¬
ing of buildings (SHACOB) and domestic water heating supplies. Some states have made
provisions whereby credits or deductions are available for alternative uses of solar energy.
New Mexico accepts applications for solar-powered irrigation systems [28]; and California
included provisions for solar heated pools in its tax credit legislation [29].
At present, 26 states have income tax credit programs, while five utilize tax deduc¬
tion incentives [30]. Until Oregon and Alaska made their incentive programs available to
nonresident taxpayers, all states required residency status for incentive eligibility [31].
Sales and Use Taxes
States commonly allow exemptions from sales, use, transaction, or franchise taxes.
Such incentives are usually less substantial than either property or income tax measures.
Because benefits are generally small and only really accrue when a combination of inceni
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tives is employed, a state usually enacts such legislation purely for symbolic reasons—to
indicate its moral support for solar energy use [32]. Ohio, Texas, New Jersey and Georgia
have sales tax exemption or refund programs [33]. Arizona has successfully enacted a
transaction privilege tax exemption [34].
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Loan and Grant Program
Tax incentives are appealing because of the decreased initial costs of a system. Loan
incentives spread the cost of a system over a longer period of time and thus reduce its
lifecycle costs [35]. Low-interest or guaranteed/insured loan programs drastically cut the
long-term financing costs. The non-discriminatory credit requirements appear more equit¬
able to lower income groups [36]. Guaranteed or insured loans reduce the total financing
costs by increasing the capital available to the consumer at the time of purchase [37].
Despite the advantages of such loan programs, not many states have adopted their
use [38]. In Oregon, the Department of Veteran Affairs has had solar loan provisions in
its home loan program since 1977. California and Massachusetts have similar programs
for war veterans [39]. Oregon recently reaffirmed commitment to solar energy financing
when voters approved an increase in the state’s bonding authority to create a low-interest
loan fund of up to $300 million [40]. Oregon also offers a tax credit to lending institu¬
tions that make low-interest loans for solar devices [41].
State solar energy financing in New Mexico, on the other hand, recently underwent
a disappointing setback when a state funded solar loan program failed to draw the requisite
approval of the Attorney General. State legislation of 1980 appropriated $500,000 which
could be lent to financial institutions for purposes of low-interest loans to consumers with
an annual income or $30,000 or less. The state proposed to lend money to banks at an
interest rate of two percent. The banks would then make loans to consumers with a
maximum rate of five percent interest, thereby receiving a three percent margin of return.
The financial institutions were, however, not satisfied with the low margin of interest and
the Attorney General was unwilling to guarantee the loans [42].
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Research Development and Demonstration Projects
The rationale for government support of basic research, development and demon¬
stration (RD&D) projects is grounded in the nature of their product, namely information.
The intangibility, unpredictability, and ubiquity of information make it difficult to own
and keep private market forces from investing in RD&D to a “socially optimal” level [43].
Consequently, political economists usually agree that some degree of public support is
necessary for adequate RD&D programming to occur.
States, like private corporations, cannot fully capture the benefits of basic research
and are inclined to leave such projects to the federal government with its extensive
exchequer. States tend instead to emphasize applied research and demonstration projects.
The inherently decentralized nature of solar technologies and their affinity for thermo¬
dynamic/end-use matching make state governments the appropriate place for applied
solar research and demonstration programming because of their greater awareness of local
needs, conditions, and interests [44].
There are a number of ways a state can support RD&D projects:
1. support for research initiative at state universities;
2. grants or contract awards to private organizations or individuals through an admin¬
istering agency;
3. cost sharing with private industry, i.e., governmental participation in ongoing pri¬
vate demonstration facilities [45 ];
4. assistance in the formation of a solar industry by subsidizing solar system manu¬
facturers [46];
5. demonstration projects.
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Regionally specific technological information will help businesses, investors, and
manufacturers minimize the perceived risk in their planning [47]. Consumers will receive
the benefits of state RD&D investments indirectly through this assistance provided to busi¬
nesses and manufacturers.
There are a number of fiscal options open to a state wishing to support RD&D func¬
tions: annual legislative appropriations; “ear-marked funds”—primarily mineral severance
taxes; a surcharge levied on energy sold by a utility; sale of state bonds; federal or private
foundation funding; or, cost sharing with private industry [48]. “The choice of funding
mechanism may have important implications for program design and continuity, stability,
of funding, program autonomy, and administrative flexibility” [49]. According to
Roessner, mineral severance taxes and energy use surcharges constitute preferrable
methods of RD&D funding because they are relatively predictable, dependable, and stable
[50]. The multiyear time horizons of most RD&D projects make the flexible and therefore
unpredictable sources of funding such as annual appropriations or reliance on federal
grants precarious. States such as Montana and New Mexico, which use mineral severance
tax proceeds, and California, which utilizes a flat-rate surcharge on all electricity sold in
the state, may succeed where others fail in an ongoing RD&D commitment [51].
The outcome of an RD&D program is nearly impossible to analyze. The diffusion rate
of technologies and the application and dissemination of information are difficult to
isolate and then measure in a valid, reliable format. For this reason evaluators usually
resort to the use of either program inputs or measures of management success for assess¬
ment purposes.
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Oregon has implemented a program whereby low-interest loans are made to smallscale local energy projects. The program is designed to encourage innovation, yet project
proposals are carefully scrutinized concerning their expeditious application in the local
market. The low-interest loans for the program are funded through an increase in the state
bonding authority [52].
The Department of Natural Resources in Montana is responsible for that state’s Alter¬
native Renewable Energy Sources Grant Program. Mineral severance tax proceeds fund the
program, which is designed to demonstrate applications of renewable technologies within
the Montana context. Initially, the program emphasized unsolicited grant proposals in an
attempt to tap the creative genius of local handicraftspersons. Requests for proposals are
currently employed to elicit specific demonstration projects and a loan program has
recently been added to the itinerary [531.
Several other states have also instigated RD&D programs. The Colorado Energy
Research Institute was created to coordinate public/private energy research [54]. Califor¬
nia law authorized the state Energy Commission to carry out demonstration and commer¬
cial projects [55]. Nevada appropriated $500,000 to its Department of Energy for research
and demonstration of solar energy technologies [56].
Standardization and Certification
States must consider questions of system eligibility in offering financial incentive
programs. Which systems qualify their owner for state financial support? What standards
and eligibility criteria must all qualifying systems meet? A state will promulgate standards
to ensure that incentive applications are not fraudulent and that the solar systems in
question are of sufficiently high quality to justify a public subsidy [57].
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The role standards should play in the commercialization and promotion of solar
systems is a highly controversial subject in most states. Problems arise as firms and dis¬
tributors attempt to penetrate a national solar market where multiple state and local
standards prevail. State regulations can be held as an unconstitutional interference with
interstate commerce even when they work to protect public health and safety. Solar
industry therefore prefers to support national trade association standards rather than leave
standardization to the states [58]. National standards, however, can be antithetical to the
decentralized application of solar energy in that they are insensitive to local needs,
resources and interests. They may also stifle local innovation by failing to include non¬
standard equipment such as low-cost, do-it-yourself technologies [59].
There will always be a balancing act between national standards and local initiatives.
Specific standardization should have a positive interstate effect to facilitate market devel¬
opment and commercialization. To this end, states such as California and Florida use
nationally recognized standards established by the American Society of Heating Refriger¬
ation and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) [60]. New Mexico is developing certifi¬
cation regulations under its Solar Collector Standards Act of 1981 (New Mexico Law of
1981 Ch. 379). The program is close in procedural respects to that of California and
Florida. The standards of certification employed by the program will be ASHRAE, thus
ensuring national recognition for systems approved under the program [61 ].
Roessner found three factors which help to explain differences in state eligibility
requirements. First, a state has an established procedural pattern which usually com¬
mands adherence. Second and third, states vary widely in degree of technical expertise
and resources available for promulgating rules and regulations [62]. California, for exam-
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pie, prepares extensive and specific rules to guard against unanticipated burdens or fraudu¬
lent claims on state coffers while the simplified rules of North Dakota lighten administra¬
tive loads and ensure citizen comprehension [63].
States like California and Oregon use certification as a condition for eligibility. The
Energy Commission in California (CEC) developed the CALSEAL Program in collabo¬
ration with the state’s solar industry association (Cal-SEIA). Although not required for eli¬
gibility, a program seal will assist consumers in making quality purchases and, consequently,
in applying for state tax incentives by virtue of its connotative and informative qualities.
The CALSEAL Program is administered through Cal-SEIA, yet facilitates CEC’s task of
processing tax returns for qualifying applicants [64]. A limited form of warranty protec¬
tion is built into the CALSEAL certification process: “Should a problem arise during the
warranty period, which is not satisfactorily corrected by the installer, a CALSEAL system
owner may file a complaint with CALSEAL, [which] will then provide a field inspector to
investigate and mediate the problem” [65].
In Oregon, the state energy agency is responsible for administering standards for eligi¬
bility certification. The objective of the Oregon program is to ensure that the installed
system provides a minimum of 10 percent of a residence’s energy needs before tax credits
are applied. The program is recognized as facilitating the application procedure while main¬
taining agency control over both system certification and program implementation [66].
Energy agencies intending to certify systems should be aware of the inherent dangers
in a split advocacy/regulatory role. The problems of advocating solar energy while simul¬
taneously regulating the industry for quality performance are complex and often debili¬
tating. To avoid problems associated with conflicting responsibilities, an energy agency
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ought to delegate carefully separate authorities and establish internal systematic pro¬
cedures for expeditious implementation of both roles [67].
DeLeon expects the use of certification as a condition for eligibility to increase
with time [68]. The negative effects which stem from a lack of certification will prob¬
ably not surface until there is a boom in the number of systems installed annually. The
publicized horror stories of inadequate systems will surely not enhance the positive solar
image that is required for promotional purposes.
Relationship to Federal Programs
Although tardy in providing financial incentives for solar customers, the federal
government finally initiated an income tax credit program in 1978 under the National
Energy Act. Montana, California, and New Mexico in particular anticipated this move and
made their own legislative provisions for consumers wishing to benefit from both incentive
programs [69].
The effects of a dual tax credit system are not entirely clear. According to the Wind¬
fall Profit Tax Act [70], eligibility for the federal credit depends on a consumer’s source
of financing. Purchasing a solar device with a state-mandated utility loan program, a state
or local loan fund, or other forms of subsidized financing, is considered double-dipping and
may preclude an applicant from eligibility for the 40 percent federal energy tax credit
[71]. This double-dipping provision requires that the subsidized portion of the system’s
purchase price be subtracted from the expenditure and thus be ineligible for tax credit
reimbursement [72].
The provision is intended to prevent compounding benefits, but it nearly forces
consumers to choose between initial financing assistance from the state on the one hand
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and a federal income tax credit on the other. Although the federal credit may be a sub¬
stantial amount, the consumer must be able to finance the cost of the system before credit
can be obtained.
State flexibility in financial incentive programming is restricted by the double-dipping
provision. If a state offers tax credits or loan guarantees, the consumer is eligible for the
federal tax credit. Should a state make a direct loan to a consumer or credit a financial
institution for a consumer’s loan, however, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) could
disallow the federal credit. The dilemma is exemplified by Oregon’s predicament. The
state’s income tax credit will remain unaffected by the double-dipping provision but the
recently devised Small Scale Energy Loan Program may become useless to consumers. If
the loan program, which uses monies from the sale of tax-exempt general obligation bonds,
falls under the double-dipping provision of the act, consumers taking advantage of the
low-interest loans may not be eligible for federal credit [73].
Portland General Electric, a private utility, has initiated a Water Heater Incentive Pro¬
gram (WHIP) which allows a consumer to borrow up to 60 percent of a system’s cost to
be repaid the following year. This program enables the customer to receive federal or tax
credits before payment for the system is due. The IRS has ruled thus far that customers of
WHIP are eligible for federal tax credits because the source of financing involved is not
government subsidized. By virtue of their neutrality on the double-dipping issue, such pro¬
grams as WHIP may be preferable to alternative state financing programs for those con¬
sumers wishing to benefit from federal tax credits [74].
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Program Efficacy
There is an overriding need to evaluate the effectiveness of a state financial incentive
program. The loss of state revenue dollars accrues with tax measures as surely as with
direct budgetary expenditures. Tax incentives and loan programs should be used only in
opportune instances [75]. Although it may be difficult to separate a specific program’s
effectiveness from that of other policy actions, it is possible to draw tentative conclusions
about the conditions under which state tax incentives will be most effective [76].
Traditional tools of assessment such as cost/benefit analysis and induced purchase cal¬
culations have limited applicability in the context of solar financial incentives. The costs
accrued because of a state’s particular incentive program can be computed but the concom¬
itant benefits are both difficult to calculate and almost impossible to define [77]. Fuel
savings which result from increased solar usage cannot be attributed to an incentive pro¬
gram alone. Alternative programs may be responsible for an eventual increase in solar
utilization. Other benefits—such as decreased dependence on foreign sources of energy—are
virtually impossible to measure.
Such contextual factors as rapidly changing citizen attitudes regarding energy use
make the economic adage ceteris paribus invalid for solar economic analysis purposes: “All
other things” have not remained the same. This condition renders a comparison with past
trends useless [78].
For evaluative purposes, agencies are currently gathering data on the number of
claimants applying for an incentive, the size of each claim made, the distribution of claim¬
ants by income level (or region within the state), and the type of system utilized [79].
This information can be used to answer specific questions concerning which income-level
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group benefits most from a particular incentive. Data analyses have generated the fol¬
lowing results:
1. few homeowners have taken advantage of property tax exemptions;
2. there are relatively few claimants for sales tax exemptions;
3. there is no clear correlation between the size of a tax incentive and the public
response; and,
4. solar tax credits are usually claimed by the higher than average income segment of
the population [80].
Data sets based on the attributes of claimants cannot be used to determine the extent
to which the incentive actually stimulated the market for solar energy systems. Not all
those purchasing solar equipment did so because of the incentive program. Few solar
system customers apply for or even know of the financial incentives offered by a state.
Evidence suggests that tax incentives provide “windfalls to a majority of those who apply
... and many more simply do not apply” [81 ].
However difficult to evaluate the effect of a tax incentive measure, it is possible to
define the conditions under which a state should aggressively pursue financial incentives.
“States are [indeed] in a key position to implement programs to increase public awareness
and confidence in (solar) technologies ... and to create the business and financial infra¬
structure necessary to implement solar . .. goals” [82].
State tax incentives will be most useful when they alter the financial attractiveness of
a solar investment. An incentive should not be implemented in cases where systems are
already cost-effective. State programs to remove the legal or otherwise institutional bar¬
riers should be employed instead. A state should not try to save money via resort to small,
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incremental incentives for the purpose of merely gaining publicity for the program. Such
programming will not affect the economic attractiveness of a system and will benefit only
those with prior investment intentions [83].
Five exigent barriers to market penetration remain virtually untouched by the exist¬
ing financial incentive programs: resistance within the housing industry; neglect of lowincome interests, little outreach to business and industrial interests; consumer ignorance;
and, lending institution resistance.
Housing Industry Resistance
Technologically feasible and economically competitive innovations often fail to
achieve rapid commercial acceptance in the housing market because of resistance to inno¬
vation within the housing industry [84]. This is the case with solar energy. The institu¬
tional imperatives behind this reluctance are known to delay the “first use” of an other¬
wise successful innovation by as much as 17 years [85]. Schoen referred to these insti¬
tutional factors as a “self-reinforcing resistance to change” [86]. The housing industry
consists of fundamentally conservative elements determined to perpetuate the status
quo rather than instigate major industry changes. For this reason, the industry is expected
to resist rather than accept solar thermal innovations [87]. To overcome this inertia
financial incentive programs must be directed towards the housing industry’s conservative
bias.
Low-Income Applicants
Solar energy may be free, but the materials and equipment necessary to harness it are
not. The economic burdens of solar energy are not borne equally. They end up falling most
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heavily on the shoulders of low- or fixed-income persons. Not only are low-income indi¬
viduals unable to finance privately the initial costs of a system but they have a difficult
time establishing the necessary credit with a bank to qualify for a loan. “Unless some kind
of government intervention takes place to lower the first costs of solar equipment [for lowincome persons], solar energy will become an amenity for the homes of the affluent...”
[881. Data analyses consistently demonstrate a high adjusted gross income for the median
tax incentive claimant [89]. Upward of 80 percent of the applicants for California’s tax
credits in 1977 had adjusted gross incomes of more than $20,000 and nearly 30 percent
had incomes of more than $40,000 [90]. States having a legitimate interest in the welfare
of their citizens should look closely at those who could benefit from solar energy, but who
are too poor to afford the initial costs or to qualify for a loan.
Persons with a low tax liability receive little benefit from the financial incentive pro¬
grams most states use at present and are therefore reticent applicants [91]. Only New
Mexico has a significant portion of low-income claimants, probably because it offers a
rebate system under which tax credits can be claimed regardless of the individual’s tax
liability [92]. California has effectively obliterated its low-income rebate program by not
appropriating the necessary funding for the 1982 fiscal year [93].
Few if any financial incentives address the needs of renters. Because over half of all
low-income families rent their home or apartment, this income group is further denied
incentives [94]. Suggestions to remedy the discriminatory rental effects of state program¬
ming include: (1) offer investment tax credit to landlords; and (2) mandate energy effi¬
cient devices for landlord owned buildings [95]. Hawaii’s Solar Bank law encourages
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private lenders to grant loans for low-income persons installing a solar system in their
home [96]. Such a program, however, does little to alleviate the rental dilemma.
Commercial and Industrial Concerns
Tax credits for business are rare. Apparently legislators have considered individual
income tax credits to be of primary importance because only minimal effort is directed
toward assisting commercial and industrial interests [97]. Industrial applications of solar
energy make equally good sense because they lead to substantial energy savings. Further¬
more, according to Rodberg, innovations in building design are introduced first in com¬
mercial and public sector buildings and arrive at a later stage in the mass residential market
[98]. State support for solarized commercial applications could be justified considering
the demonstration effect they would provide.
California has a commercialization program which seeks to increase the rate of solar
application in the industrial sector. The state passed a number of laws which offer lowinterest loans, tax credits, revenue bond shares, and altered depreciation schedules to
industries employing solar energy [99]. Even with these laws on the books, the high initial
cost and long pay-back period barriers remain. According to Yudelson additional tax
measures would help overcome the obstacles and might induce widespread industrial use of
solar energy. First, the state’s 25 percent solar tax credit should be opened up to lessors
and lessees of solar equipment. This would allow creative financing for solar installations.
Second, the 1976 Tax Reform Act should be amended “to suspend ‘at risk’ requirements
for tax shelters involving solar equipment, i.e., allowing solar systems to serve as full
collateral for loans taken out to purchase them. This would have the effect of putting solar
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system financing on the same tax-advantaged basis as real estate financing with all of the
attendant benefits and strong investor interest” [100].
Industry consultations held by California’s Solar Business Office, reveal three reasons
for the slow solarization in the industrial sector. First, there is little economic incentive for
large, energy-related equipment outlays. Second, a solar investment is difficult to justify
because the pay-back criteria are stringent. Third, solar systems are still difficult and costly
to retrofit to older plants. Few plants are currently being constructed and it is largely with
new construction that solar energy’s cost-effectiveness is realized [ 101 ].
Consumer Education
While the public is generally aware of solar energy, it remains either misinformed or
uninformed about the present feasibility of solar technologies [102]. States are in a good
position to provide the kinds of information consumers and business people need most
This information includes: initial costs of different kinds of systems; payback period
calculations; the kinds of financial incentives offered; system performance and durability;
and, the kind of system best suited to a particular microclimate [103]. State programs to
increase consumer awareness should collaborate with local governments, where workshops,
seminars, expositions and fairs well-suited to local needs, are best planned and imple¬
mented [104].
Kansas law requires county extension councils to cooperate with the state energy
office in carrying out energy conservation programming [105]. This mandate could be
extended to solar applications as easily as conservation programming. California’s solar
offices offer educational and informational opportunities for consumers wishing to im¬
prove their understanding of solar systems [106].
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Financing
Ready access to capital for those wishing to invest is essential to the success of any
solar economic program. Most lending institutions fail to actualize fully their role as sup¬
port structure in the commercialization of solar technologies. Investors, businesses, and
consumers alike will continue to shy away from solar equipment purchases as long as
support from financial institutions is not forthcoming.
There are several problems with present financing schedules: high interest rates for
home improvement loans (generally used for retrofitted solar systems); a lack of borrowing
options for low- and middle-income persons; lack of strong incentives to incur indebted¬
ness for solar systems; and, the present credit and general economic situation [107].
Recommendations for surmounting financing problems include the establishment of a
solar bank which would lend money exclusively for solar and related projects at a
reasonable interest rate. California is considering this option [ 108].
Oregon implemented a tax credit program for lending institutions that make lowinterest loans for solar device purchases [ 109]. Hawaii law recognizes the need for a Solar
Bank revolving fund to encourage private lenders to grant loans for solar systems [110].
The judgments made by lenders concerning the market value of solar energy systems are a
significant barrier for solar energy development and one which is not easily removed by
simple legislation. A concerted effort is necessary to change the attitude of lending insti¬
tutions and to create a non-discriminatory financing law capable of ensuring rapid com¬
mercialization of the technology [111].
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Concluding Comment
There are numerous direct and indirect financial incentives with potential for reduc¬
ing the barriers to solar use caused by high initial system costs and the risk perceived
by solar investors and producers. Research data suggests that state solar financial incentive
programs evade four major interest groups: (1) the housing industry; (2) low-income
individuals; (3) the commercial and industrial sector; and (4) lending institutions. States
ought to make a concerted effort to include these groups as beneficiaries of solar financial
incentive programs.
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Chapter 4
LEGAL BARRIERS TO SOLAR ACCESS AND
SOLAR EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION
“For a technology to be efficiently utilized, a society is often required to alter old
institutions and laws or to create entirely new ones” [ 1 ]. This perception applies to solar
energy use. Existing land-use legislation is replete with obstacles to the installation of on¬
site solar collectors and there is no guarantee in the law of access to the necessary inso¬
lation once a system has been installed.
Land-use legislation is a legitimate state governmental tool for enhancing the health,
safety, and moral or general welfare of the public. Promoting solar energy utilization as a
means of stabilizing and improving a state’s energy supply/demand balance is a justifiable
use of this state regulatory power. Legal impediments to the efficient use of solar energy
can be modified or withdrawn and new legislation can be enacted to ensure the rights of
solar access and induce investment in the industry. Structuring a land-use plan for the
application of solar energy must not, however, create excessive hardship to neighbors,
create administrative and procedural burdens, or limit the flexibility for future devel¬
opment [2].
Matters of solar land use are best dealt with in state and local arenas. State and local
governments are traditionally the source of land-use decisions and questions of solar
application require an array of decentralized responses. While localities possess the author¬
ity to zone for land-use, state enabling legislation explicitly encouraging or requiring
specific actions at the local level is essential. Although some local governments have taken
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it upon themselves to further the solar cause by decree [3], a state is in error to consider
such action as necessarily forthcoming at the local level.
The constitutional provisions circumscribing state land-use regulation are: the equal
protection clause; the due process clause; and, just compensation for the taking of proper¬
ty. Legislation drawn up to assure solar access or to remove barriers to the placement of
solar equipment must treat similar situations in a like manner and incorporate a rational
relationship between legislative ends and means. Furthermore, such legislation must recog¬
nize as a question of law the point at which land-use restrictions become a taking of
property requiring due compensation [4].
Issues of solar land-use are readily raised and disputed but not as easily solved. Each
state and locality has its own respective land-use precedent. Consequently, the state or
locality should prevail in the restructuring of land-use regulation. This autonomy does not
imply that states may not or should not borrow from one another. The Colorado state
statute passed in 1975 relating to solar easements [5] has, for example, successfully served
as a prototype law for other states [6].
Legislative Concerns
Pollock [7] has analyzed state protective programming and identified a number of
potential concerns which states ought to consider when choosing from among the range of
land-use initiatives. First, to avoid a gap between state legislative intent and enforcement at
the local level, legislation should be in response to a “perceived barrier or actual need.”
Passing solar legislation willy-nilly, although understandable because of its popular appeal,
could result in unnecessary burdens and serve to thwart further constituent support [8].
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Legislators must tread the fine line between planning for and responding to exigencies:
“Some form of solar access protection should be provided, but the remedy should be
appropriately scaled to meet the problem’’ [9].
Second, all legislation should be carefully drafted. Definitional clarity is important for
both local enforcement officials and solar users alike. Lack of clarity can lead to “doubts as
to the lines of administrative authority and the basis upon which administrative rulings
must be made” [10]. Legislative lucidity can be enhanced, and several models exist to assist
in avoiding equivocation [11].
Third, in accordance with political appeal, legislators can opt for either a mandatory
or voluntary decree in solar land-use programming. Although the “[a] ctive encouragement
[of voluntary programs] is likely to be more acceptable politically as an initial step toward
increasing the use of solar energy” [12]. Mandating solar system usage where technically
and economically feasible may become necessary if one considers time to be of essence.
According to one of California’s energy commissioners, mandating, as opposed to edu¬
cation or incentives, is the most effective of the three public policy tools available to
government. Were the United States to have the luxury of time, the slower route of edu¬
cation and incentives would be preferable in its consistency with the free market philos¬
ophy expounded by government.
The solar industry must be sufficiently mature and responsible if the mandate
approach is to be successful and fair. Meeting new demand has to be balanced with main¬
taining quality control and consumer protection. Doktor contends that the solar industry
is sufficiently well-developed-in California at least-to warrant mandating solar energy use.
“In residential and commercial sectors, solar technologies can be mandated in new con-
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struction” and, where feasible, solar retrofits required in older buildings as a condition for
resale [13].
The best mandating mechanisms for solar use are building codes and zoning ordi¬
nances [14]. A Florida law mandates that plumbing hook-ups in new residential construc¬
tion be compatible with solar hot water heating equipment [151. California passed a law in
1976 that allows a city or county-subject to state housing laws-to require new residential
buildings to be constructed “in a manner permitting installation of solar heating ...”[16].
Both San Diego [17] and Santa Barbara [18] counties have passed mandating ordinances.
Mandatory solar legislation has to be accompanied by consumer protection and financing
measures in order to be effective [ 19]. Hollen considers the present lack of quality control
in the area of system installation to be a barrier to mandating measures for active solar
systems in California. Hollon reflects positively on mandatory measures for passive solar
design as long as solar access rights can be guaranteed [201.
Pricing systems for conventional fuels give false signals to consumers wishing to com¬
pute “life-cycle costing” analyses. According to Hirshberg, solar energy would be on equal
footing with conventional systems if regulations were adopted mandating a builder to
employ the system with the lowest life-cycle costs. This approach precludes the mandatory
usage of solar energy where not economically feasible. The problems with such a mandat¬
ing policy are basically administrative [21]. Life-cycle costing is subject to easy manipu¬
lation and is based on variable assumptions concerning conventional fuel price escalation,
discount rates, and changes in the maintenance costs of solar systems. Needless to say,
life-cycle analyses are highly unpredictable. California’s Coastal Zone Conservation Com-
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mission has employed such a tactic successfully in the past. It requires that a study on the
feasibility of solar energy use-based on a life-cycle analysis-accompany all new project
requests [22]. In conclusion, a state should utilize voluntary programming where techno¬
logical feasibility is uncertain, usually in the infant stages of a technology. It should
certainly not, however, steer away from requisite adoption where technologically and
politically possible.
Fourth and last, Pollock points out that solar-use legislation can be general or specific.
Planning from the top down is known to stifle local and administrative innovative processes
and is unresponsive to local needs and conditions. Specificity could, however, by leaving
no room for guessing, lead to cheaper, quicker, more uniform enforcement [23]. With
general legislation, a state is basically deferring to administrative discretion, cognizant of
the fact that solar technology is ever changing and local needs differ with time and place.
There are two legal problems preventing the increased on-site installation of solar
energy systems: land-use restrictions proscribing the installation of systems and the lack of
assured access to sunlight,
Solar Access
Every solar system depends on solar access for operation. “One of the most intract¬
able institutional problems facing solar energy utilization is ensuring access to the sun’s
radiant energy” [24]. Because there is no recognized right to sunlight which slants across
another’s real property, a potential solar energy user needs some form of solar access
protection to realize the investment. Potential purchasers of solar equipment are deterred
by the uncertainty of solar access [25].
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Providing a right to sunlight is complex when balanced against other social goals [26].
Legislation should remove uncertainty, and mitigate the procedural burdens of the appli¬
cation process for a potential user while minimizing hardship to adjacent property owners.
There exists a range of state options because solar access is indeed the most widely dis¬
cussed legal question concerning solar energy.
Solar easements. The majority of state initiatives to assure solar access are provisions
for a valid negotiation of private interests [27]. Under contractual solar access law, a solar
user can purchase or otherwise negotiate for the needed easement from an adjoining
property owner [28]. Legislation recognizing solar easements enjoys political acceptability
because it is flexible and relies on voluntary, private enforcement. Easements are low-cost
policy initiatives because they require no administrative bureauracy [29]. The statutes
“usually list the required elements to be included in the document granting the easement,
i.e., angles of skyspace, duration of easement, the compensation given for the easement,
and whether the easement will bind subsequent owners of the burdened and benefitted
estates” [30].
Proponents of state solar easement legislation argue that it facilitates private enforce¬
ment and provides a “uniform system of conveyancing and recording” [31 ]. Merely having
an easement policy on the books, however, does not guarantee increased solar usage.
Because easements depend on an agreement, personal animosities may lead to uncooper¬
ative behavior and proscribe the negotiation process. If a party were unable to obtain an
easement, the state could assist by using its powers of eminent domain [32]. In general,
a system such as this carries a procedural burden as it requires property owners to initiate
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negotiations with neighbors or to go to court to secure solar access. By reason of these
procedural ramifications easements are considered less desirable than other legal remedies
by solar enthusiasts [331. Nevertheless, 31 states have passed legislation recognizing solar
easements including Colorado [34], North Dakota [35], Oregon [36] and Montana [37].
Furthermore, the comprehensive California Solar Rights Act of 1978 recognized solar ease¬
ments as “the right of receiving sunlight upon or over land” [38].
Nuisance law. Under present common law the casters of shadows triumph over the
would-be recipients of solar rays. Nevertheless, a case can be made that shadow casters are
a public nuisance [39].
California law protects existing solar collectors from new or subsequent shading of
more than 10 percent of the collector’s absorption surface between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.
(the Solar Shade Control Act) [40]. The decree is controversial. Indeed, a statewide
regulation of vegetation is ambivalent when in some areas such vegetation can be used
effectively for cooling purposes [41]. Localities which stand to benefit from shade in¬
duced energy savings will opt out of the act [42]. Those communities not exempted from
the act should be bringing suit against collector shaders, but by December, 1980 not one
suit had surfaced [43]. This debate is likely to be settled with the first lawsuit, “since it is
one of those theories” that can be argued indefinitely but is easily settled one way or the
other by a court:
Either the courts will uphold the statute, and California solar energy users with
shading problems will rush to their municipal attorneys, or the courts will
uphold the statute, and California communities will rush to adopt ordinances
exempting themselves from the statute, especially if the costs as well as the ef¬
fectiveness of the strategy are advertised [441.
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Oregon’s law 5739 drawn up in 1979 prohibited property owners from allowing thentrees or shrubs to shade more than 10 percent of a neighbor’s collector surface [45].
The future of state nuisance law is unclear. It relies on individual initiative and
an awareness of the legal remedies available for effective implementation. Such legislation
has not received due attention. States will be more likely to examine the option as its
implementation is furthered in California and Oregon.
Zoning for access. Solar access can be obtained through land-use zoning practices.
Zoning and land-use planning are-after solar easement legislation-the most popular state
response to solar access protection [46]. In 1979 alone, seven states encouraged local solar
access planning [47].
Zoning’s popular appeal lies in a low political profile. Most state laws merely
authorize localities to engage in solar-related land-use planning. Local governments—
enforcing at their own initiative—receive all the eventual political abuse from such legis¬
lation. Arizona law lends authority to cities, towns and counties to regulate access to solar
energy; “certain codes may require that new single family residences be designed to facili¬
tate future installation of solar water heaters” [48]. Colorado as well authorizes munici¬
palities to “protect and assure solar access” through planning and zoning regulation [49].
There are states that require planning and zoning officials to consider solar access.
Oregon, the first state to address the issue of solar access in a comprehensive planning con¬
text, revised its initial law in 1978. It added “incident solar energy” to the list of manda¬
tory considerations required for “all comprehensive plans, zoning and subdivision ordi¬
nances and regulations” [501. California also addressed requisite local planning and zoning
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concerns in its Solar Rights Act of 1978. The act requires that tentative subdivision maps
reflect to the maximum extent feasible future passive solar or cooling opportunities [51 ].
Local planning and zoning officials will have an easier time protecting solar access in
new developments than in existing neighborhoods be it under voluntary or mandatory
decree. “Raw land provides a blank slate for development layout and allows solar access to
be protected expeditiously in the site planning process ” [52]. Planners can use vegetation
control covenants in combination with requirements for the appropriate siting of buildings
to assure solar access. Additional administrative costs are negligible and homeowners are
not surprised with ad hoc siting regulations [53]. Local officials can also implement incen¬
tive or bonus zoning to encourage solar access. Under such provisions, developers are
entitled to certain advantages in return for including particular features in their new sub¬
divisions [54]. Guidelines for qualifying proposals must, however, be clear to avoid any
lack of uniformity in application procedures [55].
In zoning for solar access within existing neighborhoods, local planners are welladvised to utilize bulkplane zoning (also referred to as building envelopes) whereby the
maximum allowable height of a structure increases as it is placed further from the lot
line [56]. Albuquerque, New Mexico, has probably gone the farthest in actually develop¬
ing and implementing solar access through such a planning mechanism [57].
State authorization for local solar access planning is likely to increase in the future. As
a method for assuring solar access, it will remain politically and administratively popular.
Solar rights. Solar rights could be allocated by a system analogous to prior appropri¬
ation doctrine in water law. Such a broad legislative grant of solar rights is conceptually
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simple but administratively complex [58]. Property burdened in the issuance of solar
rights may not receive any direct benefit in return. Legally defined, this could be con¬
sidered a taking of property without due compensation. “Solar access protection must
take a form that balances solar rights with property rights” [59].
New Mexico, in its 1977 Solar Rights Act declared “the right to use the natural
resource of solar energy a property right” [60]. Localities are authorized to allocate these
solar rights [61]. Once created, such a property right is relatively immune from further
governmental action [621. Implementation of the act is hotly contested in New Mexico.
The two concepts borrowed from water law, “beneficial use and prior appropriation,” are
difficult at best to substantiate and measure. Conflicts are sure to arise where a single land
owner can block development of, what some consider to be, a “better and higher” use of
the land. The particulars of the law are likely to be fleshed out through the judicial resolu¬
tion of such a conflict. According to some legal scholars, the law stands precariously
because it is “unconstitutional, impractical and contains inconsistent, unnecessary pro¬
visions based on fallacious assumptions concerning water law” [63].
Transferable development rights. Transferable development rights, or TDRs, permit
the reallocation of a development potential-which was frozen by zoning law—from the
burdened property to another site. TDRs applied to solar access allow a burdened property
owner to recover the value of unused development rights by transferring them to areas
without solar access zoning. Some therefore consider TDRs an equitable way of balancing
solar with property rights [64]. Spivak finds the usefulness of TDRs contestable:
If an area of a city is deemed ... appropriate for solar access legislation,..., it
would make no sense to allow TDRs to be purchased within that area, thereby
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allowing some nearby parcel to have a building that obstructs a greater amount
of energy. It also makes little sense to allow TDRs to be transferred to a part of
the city not suitable for solar access. In a high density area unsuitable for solar
access, a city might still want to place some limit on the height of buildings [65 ].
In brief, the burden of solar energy should be equally borne and a TDR policy will not
necessarily guarantee that this occurs.
Solar System Installation
Legal barriers to the installation of solar systems need to be removed and laws
enacted which spur on-site solar utilization.
Restrictive covenants. Existing ordinances and restrictive covenants preclude active
solar installations. Covenants control such land-use issues as yard requirements, structure
height and aesthetics [66]. Because covenants are private land-use controls, their modifi¬
cation or termination requires agreement from all parties [67]. A court could refuse to up¬
hold a covenant which prohibits the use of a solar system on the basis of a violation of
public interest. It is not likely that a court would be so bold, without a clear definition of
state policy to that effect [68].
Several states have enacted laws voiding covenants which unduly restrict solar col¬
lectors [69]. California law abolishes all covenants that restrict the use of solar energy
unless those covenants are “reasonable restrictions.” Unenforceable covenants are those
that increase the cost of a system, decrease its efficiency, or simply preclude its use [70].
Had California not passed its restrictive covenant statute during a recent trial, Kraye v
Old Orchard Association, the court decision could have served as precedent for those states
without restrictive covenant legislation. The decision upholding the right to refuse cove¬
nant enforcement in the public interest would have been of value to states other than
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California. Although the trial court did not rely on the statute for its decision, the exist¬
ence of the latter limits the value of the case as a precedent [711.
Restrictive covenants are usually upheld in areas where the use of solar systems is
likely to be highest, i.e., middle- to upperclass subdivisions [72]. It would therefore
behoove a state not already so inclined to pass legislation voiding restrictive covenants.
Building codes. Most U.S. building codes are specification- rather than performanceoriented. They tend to constrain the use of new techniques since they specify the use of
existing materials and practices [73]. A Housing and Urban Development (HUD) demon¬
stration project found that building codes did not restrict solar use [74]. Codes are
usually reactive, however, and although they may not restrict usage at the present time,
a “poorly designed or installed job” could elicit their appearance on the scene [75]. The
chances of this happening increase as more systems are installed under incentive program¬
ming. Installation standards would help alleviate the problem.
Building codes could be used effectively to further promote the use of solar energy.
By means of prescriptive energy performance standards a state could essentially require
that certain features be included in building designs [76].
Concluding Comment
States are currently addressing some of the aspects of real property law and land-use
planning which impede solar use. In addition, some states legislatively affirm the potential
role land-use planning plays in promoting solar development.
Actual experience with the administration of such programmatic responses is limited.
Research energy should be directed away from further legal theorizing toward “systems for
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implementing and administering ... theories already expounded. This shift in focus is
important because the legal literature is quickly becoming incestuous; the same legal
citations and the same footnotes to older, published articles appear with predictable
certainty” [77]. It is doubtful whether any new theoretical breakthrough can be antici¬
pated. What is needed at this point is to make the leap from theory to practice.
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Chapter 5

UTILITY RESISTANCE TO SOLAR ENERGY USE
The heavy investment in large-scale, centralized electric generation and distribution
systems is a formidable barrier to the growth of a solar industry. Based on the theory that
the utility industry is a natural monopoly, states have created market and regulatory
structures which now inhibit both the production and consumption of solar energy. Solar
energy advocates have been confounded by indifferent or impervious utilities.
Most utility officials opposed solar energy until as recently as 1975. Interview results
from that year reveal a tendency to “avoid, and even discourage solar energy development,
out of apprehension that the only result [could] be a reduction in utility revenues” [1],
Unable to visualize a way to benefit from the new energy source, utility officials viewed it
essentially as a threat [2], and were disinclined to investigate and invest in a solar/utility
nexus. Some utility representatives acknowledged a potential benefit to participation in
the solar energy industry, i.e., improved public relations in an era known for its environ¬
mental sympathies [3]. Nevertheless, the utility position was, on balance, negative.
The industry has been forced since to take a closer look at solar energy. The Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI), a think-tank entirely funded by the nation’s private
utilities, actively encourages utility participation in a solar future. By 1979, 154 utilities
had undertaken 511 projects in solar technology research of some form or another [4].
Once a figment from a utility nightmare, solar energy has found firm footing in the indus¬
try’s reality.
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The Consumer Perspective: Demand
The number of on-site solar installations grew as state incentives helped effect a
competitive relationship with conventional, utility supplied systems. Feeling the pinch of
reduced demand, utilities responded with a reevaluation of the solar connection. Since util¬
ities are powerful institutions, their decisions in this reevaluation process have directly and
indirectly determined the rate at which solar energy is utilized. The federal government’s
Domestic Policy Review of Solar Energy (1978) found the relationship between utilities
and the potential solar user to be the single most important institutional impediment to
the use of solar energy [5]. States with a policy goal of increased reliance on solar energy
have a vested interest in working with the utilities.
Because the utility business is considered a natural monopoly, the states’ public util¬
ity commissions (PUCs) are used to regulate utility operations. Although state PUCs have
generally acted as “overseers rather than initiators of policy, this [appears tol be changing
in some states’’ [6]. California’s PUC has taken an active, assertive, and aggressive role in
refereeing the solar/utility interface.
Indirect resistance. The solar/utility nexus is real and inevitable because most solar
systems require a back-up source of energy, especially during cloudy spells [7]. Natural gas
and electric utilities are considered prime back-up suppliers for most present and future
buildings using solar energy [8]. “A reduction in the demand for electricity through
increased use of residential solar systems does not reduce a utility’s operating costs or its
guaranteed return on investment” [9]. Moreover, a utility serving as a back-up supplier for
solar users must maintain generating capacity even though overall demand and conse-
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quently revenues are reduced [10]. For these reasons the costs of serving the solar cus¬
tomer may be higher and a utility may seek a rate hike. This rate hike affects anticipated
savings for the solar user. The financial tradeoff between solar and conventional energy
systems is therefore dependent on utility pricing schemes.
Rate restructuring. Rate schedules play a major role in determining the cost-effec¬
tiveness and design of solar space conditioning devices. Reciprocally, system design and the
solar customer’s use of off-peak power will greatly affect utility planning for future
demand and eventual capital investment [11]. The utility rates charged to solar customers
manifest this inexorable link.
At present most utility rates are based on average costing. Production costs varying
over time are rolled into one “average” rate. Solar customers who use peak-period energy
as back-up, but have reduced overall demand, require the utility to maintain idle capacity.
Average rate schedules distribute the capital costs for this capacity evenly over the total
kilowatt-hours generated. Solar customers, it seems, are being subsidized by regular utility
customers when average rates schedules are in effect [ 12].
Utilities have attempted to recover the higher costs of serving solar customers through
alternative rate structures. A Colorado utility requested a demand/energy rate (DER)
schedule for new residential customers, in part, to capture the extra costs imposed by solar
consumers. This schedule has two component parts: “An energy charge, reflecting the total
kilowatt-hours used and a demand charge based on the maximum kilowatt demand during
any 15 minute” period. The demand charge supposedly reflects the cost of generating
capacity as opposed to the cost of the fuel used [13]. The Colorado PUC initially sup-
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ported the DER but revised its position when it was learned that the high back-up charges
for solar customers were prohibitive [ 14]. The impact of DER on solar users is devastating
because the occasional user ends up paying a relatively high charge for any “occasional
demand” despite the very low overall energy consumption [15]. DERs would lend an all
but fatal blow to the cost-effectiveness of solar systems [ 16].
Alternative rate schedules which are more equitable to the solar user are currently
being proposed. Lifeline rates-whereby less is charged for the first units of energy con¬
sumed—were initially designed to ease the burden on low-income consumers. If imple¬
mented, such a rate schedule could also benefit the solar customer whose needs for supple¬
mental energy fell within the “lifelines” allowed [17]. Under lifeline schedules solar
customers would receive fair recognition and return for their solar investment. Solar
utilization could increase considerably if promoted in this way by low back-up energy
costs.
An interruptible rate schedule could benefit both the solar customer and the utility.
If customers were willing to accept the risk of service interruption they could, as reward
for saving the utility substantial amounts in capital requirements, receive a lower rate [ 18].
The lower rate would be justified because the utility is spared investment expenditures.
This rate structure is seldom considered by the industry even though it entails positive
effects for both solar and conventional system owners [ 19].
Time-of-day pricing has equitable ramifications for both utilities and solar customers
[20]. A utility charges more for power consumed during “peak” periods and less for that
used during the “valley” hours [21]. In contrast to the DER, this load management rate
schedule is attractive to the solar customer who could use systems with heat storage
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capacity to buy back-up electricity during off-peak hours at a lower kilowatt-hour rate
[22]. As with the DER, the net result for the utility is an incentive for the consumer to
improve the utility’s load factor. Utilities, however, oppose time-of-day pricing because
specialized meters and additional labor are required to synchronize and regulate the pricing
process. Furthermore, utilities use valley periods for essential routine maintenance oper¬
ations. Were load management rates such as time-of-day pricing implemented, utilities
might require additional facilities [23].
Marginal cost rate schedules reflect accurately the utilities’ cost-to-serve. The cus¬
tomer is charged a rate based on the cost of producing an additional unit of energy. Such
rates have the beneficial effect of encouraging a minimization of total energy consumption.
They also increase the competitive position of solar energy by decreasing its relative cost
for purposes of life-cycle analysis [24]. Of the marginal rate cases examined by Feldman
and Anderson, not one appeared to be more discriminatory or allocatively less efficient
than those using average cost pricing [25]. Dickson et al., however, recommend individual
analysis as not all utilities can incorporate marginal costing without discriminatory impacts
[26]. Recent legislation in Maine requires utility rates to reflect the marginal costs of
service [27].
Utility rate reform not only affects the economics and therefore the rate of market
penetration of solar energy systems. The design of the solar system also is highly depen¬
dent on the rate charged for back-up energy [28]. The ratio of system collector surface to
storage capacity is particularly affected. For example, when back-up energy costs are
higher during peak periods, the solar system design might emphasize the drawing and
storing of off-peak energy. Storing back-up energy tends to decrease the collector effi-
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ciency by raising the storage unit temperature [29]. Storage capacity is helpful to system
owners who pay load-management rates but it would be unnecessary and even undesirable
under alternative rate-schedules. Utility rate makers are also plagued by questions of
system design. Variations in a system’s collection and storage size will play havoc with the
utility’s forecasted demand [30].
Rate and service discrimination. A utility could adopt rates or service techniques
peculiar to solar customers in lieu of altering the rate schedules for all customers. On the
one hand a utility could employ negative rate or service schedules to compensate for the
higher marginal costs per solar customer. On the other hand, because solar energy utili¬
zation can also benefit a utility through fuel and capacity savings [31], utilities could
employ rate and service tactics to penalize those who do not install solar equipment [32].
Nearly every state has a statute “prohibiting [utility] conduct which favors one class
of customer while harming another’’ [33]. The legal question of discrimination raises its
odious head: “Whether a particular utility rate or service unlawfully discriminates is a
question of fact to be determined on a case-by-case basis by the state utility commission’’
[34]. Precedents suggest that utilities have substantial freedom to treat classes of
customers differently, especially if there is a reasonable economic justification for doing so
and preferential treatment produces indirect benefit to all customers [35]. Promotional
rates or services for solar customers may be defensible using such reasoning because solar
energy potentially reduces the rates for all customers by reducing a utility’s need for
capital equipment [36].
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Differential treatment is used more often, however, to the detriment of solar cus¬
tomers. Under most current state PUC guidelines the increased costs incurred in serving
solar customers could justify special rates [37]. Discrimination must be considered “un¬
just” or “unreasonable” to be unlawful [38]. A New Jersey court upheld discriminatory
treatment of solar customers. The definition used by the court for unjust discrimination
implied arbitrary discrimination [39].
Rate discrimination poses a real problem for solar users. Mara found the practice of
charging solar customers more per unit of energy to be widespread [40]. Those who feel
they have been discriminated against have recourse to state PUCs and the courts under
state public utility law [41]. Because such challenges are difficult to prove and often
expensive [42], one welcomes the recent rise in legislation explicitly forbidding discrimin¬
atory rates for solar customers. Under federal law rate structures will be redesigned to
encourage efficient use of energy. This implies nondiscriminatory rates for solar customers
[43]. States should not rely on this federal mandate because an anti-discrimination law is
more effective locally when required from the state level [44]. In Illinois a general statu¬
tory ban on preferential or prejudiced rate schedules was amended to prohibit charging
higher service or commodity rates to any customer using solar energy [45]. Maine law
specifically prohibits discriminatory utility rate behavior towards solar customers [46].
Aside from enacting legislation a state can abate rate and service discrimination
by promoting a rise in the number of municipal and other small publicly owned utility
systems [47]. Because such utilities favor solar energy, and lack a profit motive, they are
not expected to penalize their solar customers [48].
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Direct resistance through intervention in the solar market. A one time competitor,
solar energy is now considered the utility industry’s solution to future energy supply
problems.
An ever growing number of utilities know they will not be able to keep pushing
oil or coal-fired electricity, natural gas or heating oil to their customers. Nuclear
power presents technical and political problems, and . .. [ejnergy conservation
has grave implications for the long-term interests of the utilities: It means
decreasing demands, and consequently a smaller market [49].
Solar energy, however, offers a politically sanguine opportunity to solve energy supply
problems and to satisfy growing demand through actual expansion of the utilities’ markets
[50]. The industry’s research arm, individual utilities and a prominent industry journal
advocate direct involvement in the market to maintain proper control of this new energy
supply [511. Direct utility participation in the solar market is a very controversial issue.
Proponents point to several advantages:
First, utilities have ready access to capital and are well acquainted with capital inten¬
sive business ventures. They are not first-cost sensitive and will not be put off by the initial
cost problems which currently plague the industry [52].
Second, utilities are established businesses with experience in energy delivery. They
employ skilled technicians and a ready solar distribution service network [53].
Third, utilities are comfortable when making decisions at the margin. This is where
solar technologies compete most effectively with conventional fuels. When solar energy is
cheaper, on a marginal cost comparison basis, utilities may opt for solar investments, in
lieu of planning for conventional fuel expansion. In doing so they provide a boon to the
market [54].
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Fourth, utilities would enter the market as mass purchasers. Their buying and selling
solar equipment would speed the commercialization of solar energy. Such market aggre¬
gation would promote equipment standardization, mass production, and reduced dis¬
tribution costs, the benefits of which could be successfully passed along to the solar cus¬
tomer [55].
Fifth, utility sponsorship would help overcome some of the traditional, anti-inno¬
vation bias against solar energy within the housing industry [56]. In conclusion, utility
involvement in the commercialization of solar energy will probably speed market pene¬
tration [57].
Opposing views reveal a recondite “faustian bargain.” Direct utility involvement
suggests to many an “ownership of the sun” with attendant woes of “excessive profit¬
taking and monopolistic favoritism in equipment purchases” [58]. Rhetoric aside, utility
promotion of solar energy raises serious economic questions. First, “a regulated utility has
an incentive to invest in solar technology that is too durable, that is excessively efficient in
converting sunlight to usable energy, and that requires inefficiently little maintenance. If
permitted this would lead to excessive costs and prices for solar energy, and inefficiently
slow adoption of the technology” [59]. Utilities indulge in excessive capitalization-refer¬
red to as goldplating—to build up their rate base and consequently their rate-of-retum on
investment [60]. Second, a utility monopoly on purchasing could prematurely freeze out
small competitors and stifle innovation at the designer level [61]. Third, decentralized
solar technologies provide many noneconomic values. Such values are not likely to receive
adequate attention in cost/benefit analyses because they are at variance with usual eco¬
nomic criteria of utility decision making [62].
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One compromise suggested by some utility critics is to use publicly-owned utilities
which are, by their very nature, more amenable to public control [63]. Indeed such
utilities “have an edge ... in that they are more likely to be permitted to own or sell solar
equipment. They are not as tightly regulated as private utilities and can thus more easily
enter the [solar] energy market” [64]. Washington state voters approved a constitutional
amendment in 1979 which allows public utilities to assist in the financing of residential
solar energy applications [65]. Public utility ownership as an alternative to private invest¬
ment is advantageous and should be realized in the future. Too few customers are served
f

by public utilities, however, to make the option realistic at present [66].
Until June of 1980, utilities were prohibited by law from supplying, installing or
financing solar energy systems [67]. The overriding concerns behind such legislation were
mistrust of the utilities and fear of market domination [68]. In a relatively unpublicized
portion of the Energy Security Act (ESA) [69] Congress lifted this prohibition. The
amendments essentially gave utilities “a signal to proceed with caution” into the solar
market but they did not, in themselves, permit anything [70]. They merely shifted the
locus of this kind of utility regulation from the federal government to the states [71].
State legislatures, energy offices and public utility commissions must all be on deck to
ensure that the solar market receives adequate protection as utility programs are drawn
up and implemented for participation in the solar market. Not all utilities, however, will
leap at the opportunity to initiate solar programs. More often than not a PUC which
desires utility solar promotion will have to push that utility into assisting customers with
the solar transition [72]. A utility can intervene directly in the solar market: by either
financing, leasing or outrightly owning solar systems.
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Ownership of equipment. Utility equipment ownership is the most far reaching
strategy of utility intervention. “In perhaps the most startling shift of technological
allegiance, the nation’s private utilities are now examining the possibility of utility owner¬
ship and control of solar heating equipment’’ [73]. Costs incurred in the solar investment
are “rolled into” the rate base for all customers to cover [74]. This could amount to
cross-subsidization between classes of customers because the solar investment is subsidized
by those without a solar system. The actual proportion of the rate-base devoted to solar
investments is so small at present however that nonsolar customers are affected only a little
if at all [75]. Utilities can capitalize solar investments separately for example in subsidiary
form [76] if such investments become widespread enough to effect cross-subsidization. In
any event solar investments are assumed to benefit all rate payers because they reduce the
need for expensive new-plant capital outlays.
Utility equipment ownership places the solar supply option on equal terms with other
supply investments: “In theory, a utility would choose from among solar, conservation and
conventional technologies on an unbiased economic basis. It would no longer have an
incentive to defend its economic stake in large supply projects whose demand could be
served less expensively by solar investments” [77]. It is likely that a utility would favor
solar investments because they are paid in increments easily adjusted to the utility’s finan¬
cial status. They return their costs quickly and substantially reduce the utility’s risk factor
[78]. Utility industry journals applaud the ownership approach [79] because utilities
could expand their total market through the control of solar energy while maintaining
their existing market for conventional energy [80].
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Ownership programs would assuredly increase the rate and degree of solar market
penetration. There are, however, alternatives to ownership programming which are less
likely to lead to monopolistic planning and attendent evils.
Leasing. Utilities are allowed to lease systems in some states. California law specifies
that the PUC “grant authorization to electric or gas corporations to engage in ... leasing
... solar energy systems except when it found the corporations’ activities could cause
illegal restraints on trade, competition, or growth in the industry” [81 ]. It can be advan¬
tageous for a utility to lease rather than buy capital solar equipment. If a utility has tax
benefits too large to use itself, if can arrange for a bank to buy the equipment which the
utility will in turn lease. The banks receiving the tax benefits can then offer a low interest
rate to their utility lessee. In short both institutions benefit [82].
Financing. Some utilities are restricted to merely financing solar system purchases.
Customers can receive loan financing for a predetermined time period at a fixed rate
of interest. Utility financing has the potential to reach a large number of people at diverse
income levels. Low- as well as high-income individuals can utilize the financing programs,
whereas the income tax credits discussed above appear to benefit only the “upper” income
stratum. In addition, low-income tenants will have access to previously unavailable solar
energy when their apartment owners receive financing assistance [83].
The financing strategy embodies the “benefits” of utility promotional programming
with an abated risk of market monopolization. There are, however, several serious ques¬
tions raised with the financing option. First, residential solar technologies are developed
for small-scale, individual use. They are intended to be an alternative to total reliance on
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utility companies. When utilities man the financing helm, it is likely the public will con¬
clude that solar energy can be obtained only from private utility companies [84]. Second,
by encouraging utility financing, society would be opting for an intrinsically more expen¬
sive source of capital. Banks and other financial institutions which obtain money at lower
costs than regulated utilities can afford to lend their money at a low rate to potential solar
system purchasers [85].
Utility financing can take one of two forms: a rebate or loan program. Rebate pro¬
grams offer lower administrative costs and facilitate retroactive applications. They also
actively involve the financial institutions, as some customers will have to borrow the
purchase price before qualifying for the rebate. Loan programs on the other hand broaden
the range of potential participants beyond those considered credit worthy by traditional
financial institution standards. They are less affected by tight money and other market
conditions [86]. Gardels evaluated the loan vs. rebate dilemma and concluded that
“[w]hile dependence on the market place for the success of the rebate program leaves it
highly vulnerable and limited in scope-a pitfall that loan programs can avoid—the long¬
term interest of accelerating solar energy use is impeded by an exclusive load program
because of the noninvolvement of the financial community” [87]. She suggests instead
that loan vs. rebate begs the question. Such programs are complementary in function and
should be used accordingly [88].
In 1980, the California Public Utility Commission completed a study on the desired
level and form of utility involvement in solar energy [89]. Their study recommended
rebate with minimal loan programming because the PUC did not want the utility solely in
the position of lender. As lender, a utility could foreclose on market decisions and serve as
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a monopolistic investor. The commission, in selecting the rebate option, sought to promote
competition in solar industry. The necessary relationship with financial institutions was
kept intact [901.
Under the directive of California’s Public Utility Commission, San Diego Gas &
Electric and Pacific Gas & Electric established rebate programs for customers who installed
a solar hot water heater. Pacific Gas & Electric and Southern California Gas initiated
low-interest loan programs with interest rates of 6 percent for 20 year terms. (The loan
program under PG&E was eliminated shortly after initiation, however, because of financing
difficulties [91 ].) All utilities applied for and were granted a rate increase to finance their
respective solar program [921.
The reaction in California to the utilities’ solar program is mixed. Many customers
applied for financing, yet many others protested the rate increases associated with the
program. The groups Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TURN) and Public Solar Power
Coalition (PSPC) filed writs in court complaining of inequitable program results. Most of
the program applicants were the relatively affluent residents of single-family dwellings. Yet
the program costs were paid by all rate payers. TURN and PSPC called this regressive
taxation [93]. The companies themselves admit that some inequities result from the pro¬
gram. Utilities found it nearly impossible to penetrate the multifamily housing market
where many low income people reside. Because landlords are not responsible for utility bill
payments, they are slow to apply for utility solar rebate or financing options which would
benefit their tenants [941. The California Solar Energy Industry Association (Cal-SEIA)
challenged the section of the PUC order which required “a full, 5-year warranty and an
extended, pro rata parts warranty for another 5 years” [95]. Even though the warranty
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program offers a safeguard against the risks of poor performance, it has the effect of
setting industry-wide standards. Such standards could stifle innovative competition and
small commercial growth. For, although the standards apply only to participants in the
program, no one would buy solar except through the program because it is so attractive.
[96] . The writs filed by TURN, CAL SEIA and PSPC were denied without comment in
1981. TURN and PSPC have filed further complaints on the behalf of their constituency
[97] . California’s utility finance program has survived the legal challenges and appears to
be faring well [98]. Many of the concerns raised by opponents, however, remain unsolved.
Montana is another state which uses its utilities to encourage solar utilization. Utilities
are permitted by law to extend credit to customers with solar installations [99]. In return
the utilities are compensated by increases in service charges and new credits on their utility
license tax [100].
The Producers Perspective: Supply
Our “years of adherence to the notion of large-scale concentrated generation [has]
led to serious economic and institutional barriers to the marketing of decentrally generated
electricity” [101] (emphasis added). The utilities’ state-protected monopoly over electric
generation and distribution lay at the core of the problem. Distribution of power may be a
natural monopoly but power generation is not. Because utilities control distribution their
monopoly of energy production is virtually guaranteed. Solar energy producers are con¬
fined to selling their output to utilities and are thus at the mercy of utility purchase
whims. Most solar producers have been offered uneconomically low rates, if, indeed, the
utility was even interested in their energy at all [102]. Few small, decentralized solar
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facilities have emerged in light of such a production situation and high capital investment
costs.
With rising political and actual costs of traditional fuel generation it has become
economically rational to utilize decentralized power supplies. It took more than economic
sense to switch company attention from conventional power generation to decentralized
sources such as solar. Federal legislation was instrumental in causing the switch. The Public
Utilities Regulatory Production Act (PURPA) of 1978 requires that utilities buy power
from “qualifying small power producers using primarily renewable energy sources” [ 103].
This piece of legislation virtually breaks the monopoly of power generation by mandating
that utilities connect with decentralized generators. Utilities must pay the producers
the full costs it would otherwise have incurred for power. Furthermore, PURPA stipulates
that many qualifying decentralized generators are exempt from regulation as a public
utility [1041.
The implementation of PURPA is largely in the hands of state PUCs. The Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issues rules on the basis of PURPA for enforce¬
ment at the state level. State PUCs are to investigate utilities and enforce PURPA mandates
such that solar energy producers are sufficiently reimbursed to warrant continued produc¬
tion. State legislatures can assist in an important way by assuring PUCs the authority they
need “both substantive and procedural to implement [the law] ” [ 105].
PURPA gave the utilities until March of 1981 to develop acceptable plans for nondiscriminatory purchases of decentralized electricity [106]. Oregon has gone part way toward
meeting the requirements of PURPA. The Oregon PUC approved a retail tariff proposed by
Portland General Electric (PGE) for the buy-back of customer generated electricity.
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Encouraged by this buy-back tariff at residential retail rates, the customers of PGE are
exploring ways of generating electricity generation to lower their utility bills [107].
Washington, Montana, Idaho and Wyoming have recently approved a similar buy-back
tariff proposed by Pacific Power and Light (PP&L) [ 108].
The growth of small power producers will help keep utility costs down. It is “often
cheaper for [utilities] to have [customers] build capacity” and then proceed to buy from
this power supply than for the utility to expand its own capacity [ 1091. Buying customer
generated power is especially advantageous in the Pacific northwest where much of the
electricity is produced by hydro-power. These hydro plants can reduce or increase output
relatively easily. This flexibility facilitates the storage of “surplus” water (i.e., energy)
during periods of high customer energy production [110]. The utilities can benefit from
customer

production

without

losing

any

of their own

production

capacity.

Concluding Comment
If a state is serious about promoting and protecting the development of a solar market
it cannot overlook the utility “connection.” “A new technology often conflicts with polit¬
ical, social or legal instutitions ... [I]n this country such conflicts are ... often caused by
incongruities between a new way of doing things and the structures that have grown up to
accommodate its predecessors” [111]. This rings true for utility interference in the solar
market in both a literal and figurative sense. The utility industry, by its very nature and
configuration, is in a powerful position to juxtapose solar energy development. But, by the
same token, states with access to legal mandates can use utilities to speed up public accept¬
ance and market penetration of solar energy systems.
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More experience with the programs currently underway will be required before one
can fully answer questions regarding the preferred extent of utility involvement. We
should keep close tabs on those states experimenting with rate control, utility financing,
leasing or system ownership programs.
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Chapter 6
PROGRAM SUCCESS AND ADMINISTRATIVE BARRIERS
Policy analysts do not agree on the adequacy of the state solar response. Dye and
Davidson were so unimpressed with state energy programs that they dubbed them “paper
programs—programs unrelated to the needs or resources of the states, and unrelated to any
notion of political reality” [1]. Cortner found signs of inertia and a general failure to
innovate institutionally in her study of five southwestern states. She found state organi¬
zational arrangements “grossly inadequate” for purposes of “energy policy planning,
administration and consideration” [21. The reliance on ad hoc mechanisms in state energy
programming could preclude preventive and anticipatory policy formulation. Daneke
perceived this same “ad-hocracy, or the tendency to respond to changes rather than
facilitate collective choices and create change,” at the federal level [3]. However, he found
state level energy policy to be an example of “exciting innovation” [41.
Program Evaluation
The program evaluation process appears dichotomized. On the one hand debate
centers on the extent to which a program addresses the most critical aspects of solar energy
[51. In this case goa/s are deemed important. On the other hand programmatic ow/comes
are relevant and critics debate the extent to which the desired result is achieved. The first
concern rests with an evaluation of program goal statements, and is largely a matter of
judgment. The second examines the eventual achievement of those goals, whether or not
they be sufficient in their design. This approach relies on empirical evidence for assess¬
ment.
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Studies conducted on program evaluation primarily address the issue of program goal
adequacy. They judge the overall quality of a state energy program and may “grade” a
program on the basis of its policy goals. The Common Cause Study is an example [6].
Fifty-one energy offices responding to the survey questionnaire were rated according to
the quality of their state conservation effort [7]. Those studies are useful at one level but
they neglect to consider the eventual success of the programs employed. A program’s
intentions may be adequate, but that is no assurance of a successful outcome.
Surveys which raise alternative evaluative concerns—such as a program’s success-are
limited in both scope and number. A surge in program evaluation has not accompanied the
increased activity in state solar policy planning. The consequent dearth of available infor¬
mation on individual program success [8] impedes a conclusive analysis on general pro¬
gram suitability. An analysis of this kind would be most helpful to program managers and
policy makers alike.
The responsibility for program evaluation lies with either the legislature, as a mecha¬
nism of oversight, or with the energy agency by means of internal or external auditing. In
his study of solar programming, de Leon rarely encountered an explicit designation of
formal evaluative responsibility. He found instead informal evaluation techniques which
were in most cases “inchoate, poorly understood and uneven” [91. A legislature seldom
initiates an evaluation to ensure the expeditious dispatch of its mandate. More frequently
legislatures respond to external pressure [10]. There are a few examples of legislative
oversight in state solar planning. When the legislature created California’s 55 percent solar
income tax credits, it specifically required that the Franchise Tax Board report back on the
bill’s ramifications [111.
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Agency audits are more common than legislative oversight practices. Audits are
intended to ensure fiscally sound management of a program. De Leon found most audits
too informal, vague or undefined to generate the information required by decision makers
for program evaluation [12]. Recurring problems plague an agency’s evaluation of a solar
program. First, the responsibility for the evaluation is usually nominally determined [ 13].
Second, program input in lieu of output data are used to measure program success. It is,
however, difficult to draw a correspondence with policy goals on the basis of input data
[ 141. Third, agency evaluation occurs as a reaction to negative comments from outside the
agency [15]. This approach elicits an evaluation which is defensive instead of critical in
nature. As the agency attempts to justify a program’s existence it becomes blind to the
eventual need for change.
One should not view what amounts to a virtual lack of program evaluation as any
indication of a low level of agency enthusiasm. Program evaluation does receive low
priority in terms of agency resources and time. But this could be an indication of the broad
based, popular support for these programs: “The emphasis in state solar programs is on
near term action, on expanding agency capabilities in a new area and on meeting rapidly
growing constituency demands for government support of solar energy” [16]. Indeed,
agency staff have felt more constituency pressure for increased program activity than for
matters of program efficacy.
For a number of years, the strong support for solar energy on the popular front, pre¬
cluded the build-up of a strong basis for evaluation. Federal support for solar programming
is waning, however, and as states are required to pick up the tab on social as well as energy
programs, the need to defend agency budgets will intensify. State governments will require
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some indication of solar program efficacy when allocating the scarce resources among
competing interests. The program managers’ past claim that resources were better spent
developing rather than evaluating programs will no longer play in Peoria.
Solar energy agencies need to maintain program records in anticipation of what may
be a long battle. This preparation will aid the managers who seek to document their pro¬
gram’s success. States such as Montana and New Mexico, which draw their program fund¬
ing from mineral severance tax proceeds, or a state such as California, which levies a flat
rate tax surcharge on all electricity sold in the state, may be less tightly pressed in a direct
way by budget cuts [ 171. The indirect effects of tightfistedness will be widespread. Evalu¬
ation as a means to justify program continuation is, therefore, recommended across the
board.
Typological Program Evaluation and Subsequent Concerns
The nature of an evaluation will accord generally with the program type. Each evalu¬
ation is likely to raise more questions than it can answer. Evaluations completed thus far
have laid bare a number of programmatic concerns.
Financial incentive programs. Tax incentives. “The most popular measures of the
effect of financial incentives are the number of taxpayers claiming a credit, or similar
accounting of the use of sales or property tax-exemption” [18]. This is a measure of
government inputs to the marketplace. The actual incentive-induced growth in solar energy
utilization is much more difficult to measure. The program effectiveness debate raises
further questions, regarding “equity (e.g., do tax credits .. . generally apply unfairly across
subeconomical classes?), legitimacy (are the incentives being applied to legitimate solar
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equipment?), the fiscal impact (what is the real cost of the financial incentives to govern¬
ment?), and the potential diffusion effects (are the financial incentives actually stimulating
the market for solar equipment...?)” [191.
RD&D programs. RD&D program performance is usually measured by the number
and cost of research grants and contracts, the distribution of grant/contract recipients and
the resulting products. Program effectiveness considerations raise a number of concerns:
first, are the RD&D projects actually contributing to the wealth of knowledge; second, are
the results of RD&D activities relevant to state needs, resources and opportunities; third,
are the project results available to potential users; and last, are RD&D projects inducing the
practical application of results [20]? (For a detailed discussion of financial incentive
program efficacy see Chapter Two.)
Information/education programs. The measures of program evaluation commonly
used are primarily input oriented, such as “funds and staff, number of materials produced,
number of requests received, number of courses offered, number of meetings, workshops
and seminars held.” There is little data on how the programs affect the growth in solar
energy use [211.
Land-use. The measurement of land-use program effectiveness is limited [22].
Indicators when used are usually confined to some evidence of the implementation of
new planning activities which perhaps account for new developments using solar energy.
Utility programs. Utilities are sure to keep records on the results of their financing
programs. They will also have data on the effects of alternative rate structures. Because
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private utilities function under a profit motive, their interests could interfere with solar
program effectiveness. State regulatory agencies are required to closely monitor utility
solar activities. State legislatures and agencies need to formulate policy aligning utility
interests with those of solar promotion.
Program Implementation
In evaluation theory the program policy/outcome dichotomy is real. It becomes
nearly irrelevant in practice, however, because both a program’s policy and outcome are
dependent on program implementation. Dubbed the “missing link” between policy and
outcome, implementation is defined as the process by which policy mandates are “inter¬
preted, refined and executed” [23]. Agencies are the usual implementors of legislative
mandates. To this end they develop regulations, standards, and codes and formulate
program eligibility criteria. Agencies are also responsible for developing the necessary
administrative procedures and institutional arrangements for policy implementation [24].
In translating or implementing policy goals, agencies have complete control over a goal’s
eventual success. “Lack of success in an energy incentive program may be due to bad
design or poor [inappropriate] implementation” practices [25].
To achieve complete program evaluation a program’s implementation process must be
examined along with its policy goal and outcome results. Explicit references to the col¬
lection and analysis of implementation data are uncommon in the literature [26]. Roessner developed his own implementation measurement criteria which include the scale or
level of program effort and administrative costs incurred [27]. He did not come to any
general analytical conclusions on data collected in this vein. Individual state programs must
decide which measures should be used to judge program success based on his criteria.
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Implementation success is closely related to and dependent on a number of factors.
The specificity and clarity of enabling legislation are elements crucial to the quality of a
solar program [28]. Roessner therefore recommends agency involvement in the legislative
process. States have an improved chance for successful program implementation if the
energy agency is instrumental in initiating and detailing its own legislation [29]. Imple¬
mentation success is further dependent on an agency’s administrative and institutional
framework. Roessner found relevant to this framework the attitude of state politicians.
State officials, who instigate a solar program to acquire political visibility must continue
their endorsement [30].
The elements of program organization and coordination are also crucial to implemen¬
tation success. There are six general questions to be addressed when determining the
organizational framework of a solar program [31 ].
First, which agency is the most appropriate for implementing a policy goal?
Second, should the agency that develops the rules and regulations also administer the
program?
Third, what should the source of funding be: annual appropriations, sale of bonds,
severance taxes or otherwise?
Fourth, what should the expertise of the staff be, scientific or managerial?
Fifth, how specific should the rules and regulations be?
Sixth, what is the appropriate role of nongovernmental groups such as industry and
trade associations, professional groups, solar activists and universities?
The answer to these questions depends on the specific political framework and policy goals
particular to each state.
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Administrative Barriers to Solar Program Success
Any institutional set up for the implementation of a solar program will affect and
perhaps obstruct the program’s success. First, there is the problem of agency goal setting.
Little attention has been paid to the identification of program goals or to program plan¬
ning. Clarity of intent and intra-agency consensus on goals are known to be crucial ele¬
ments in effective program management [32]. Program managers should strive to estab¬
lish and publicize their program goal statements [33].
Second, there is the serious problem of inadequate information dissemination: “The
extent to which dissemination of project-related information is neglected will directly
affect the program’s ability” to achieve its goal [34]. This problem is widely recognized
and most states are seeking to remedy the situation. The Montana legislature for example
appropriated extra funds in order to improve the informational elements of that state’s
grant program [35].
Third, there is the problem of turf fighting between organizations and agencies
concerned with solar programming. Turf-battles and an attendant lack of coordination and
cooperation seriously affect goal achievement. Intra-agency turf problems stem from the
characteristic promotion vs. planning battle: “The irony of the present situation is that the
bureaucratic locations and staff capabilities of the energy office in many states are not
conducive to efficient, rational energy policy administration” [36]. The respective bureaus
within an energy agency have a difficult time working together to effect a general state
solar energy policy. For example, a solar energy bureau in an energy agency which strongly
supports coal development, will receive low priority when agency resources are allocated.
That state’s solar program, needless to say, will suffer [37].
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Inter- as well as intra-agency turf battles are fought regularly on the California front.
Buck-passing—or the unwillingness to accept responsibility for particulars of project imple¬
mentation—is known to hamper successful agency or bureau interaction [38]. The agencies
involved with solar programming in California do not coordinate their energies to achieve
their commonly held goal: “Since solar organizations are not coordinating efforts with
each other, they are blocking—not stimulating-comprehensive efforts to achieve the
overriding goal of ...meet[ing] residential sector energy needs’’ [39]. Institutional
mechanisms must be improved to assure the increased utilization of solar energy systems
because “overlapping jurisdictions, political infighting, and slow-moving bureauracy” only
impede the successful penetration of solar energy [40].
Concluding Comment
Program success is not easily defined or determined. The evaluations completed to
date raise subsequent questions, one being a concern for equity. Additional program evalu¬
ation should take place in state solar agencies and a further attempt made to collate these
data into a comparative program analysis. Organizational and administrative elements can
influence a program’s outcome. State agencies must examine their implementation pro¬
cedures for an interference from administrative sources. Inter- as well as intra-agency bar¬
riers to program success should be eliminated.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION
Governments may be the only institution capable of seeing and influencing the larger
patterns of national energy use. Their ubiquitous influence can shape the smaller decisions
about energy use that form the larger pattern. Neat distinctions between federal, state and
local roles simply do not exist in the energy arena. Although state government may be the
logical and ideal site for solar energy planning, the role of other governmental units cannot
be ignored or underestimated. Each level of government, it seems, has a vital role to play
in the promotion of solar energy.
The federal government, precluded from planning which entails local input, is
required for the research aspects of RD&D projects [1] and other incentive programs.
Some contend, for example, that because federal income tax incentives amount to a larger
consumer savings they are more effective than those offered by states [2]. Local govern¬
ments have a very important enforcement role to play in any state planning or regulation
program: “Projects offered locally are the most effective means for educating the public
and obtaining residential implementation of solar energy” [3]. Indeed much innovative
solar planning has taken effect at the local or community level [4]. Local governments
may be capable of enforcing solar legislation but they lack the authority and widespread
impact which state planners enjoy [5].
A regional approach to solar planning was officially initiated with the establishment
of the regional solar networks: Western Sun, Mid American Solar Energy Center, North
East Solar Energy Center, Southern Solar Energy Center [6]. The rational basis for regional
planning is sound. Variations in both the political and meteorological climate take on a
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regional pattern. Furthermore, such planning leads to the sharing of information and
experience which in turn effect cost and time savings. Regional planning, moreover, helps
send a consistent demand signal to the solar market. The industries are then better able to
judge matters pertaining to system supply. The mood of the present administration has put
a halt to the federally funded regional solar networks. States will have to amalgamate on
their own initiative to further the ends of regional solar planning. Congress has given ap¬
proval for such a planning organization in the northwest. The Pacific Northwest Electric
Power Planning and Conservation Commission was established in 1980 to encourage the
development of renewable resources in the Pacific Northwest [7].
As discussed throughout this paper, the state’s role-however vague at the margins—
is and will continue to be of utmost importance to the development of solar energy. It is
essential that states undertake further study of currently implemented solar programs to
determine their success in overcoming the nation’s institutional reluctance to expanded
solar energy usage.
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